900 SERIES MODULAR COOKING EQUIPMENT
ADVANCIA RANGE

900 Series - Electric Boiling Kettles

B1A9MA15IBE-40

Device Number  | Description                          | Electric Loading | Dimensions (m.m.) (w x d x h)
---------------|--------------------------------------|------------------|-----------------------------------
B1A9MA15IBE-40 | 150ltr Boiling kettle, electric, indirect heat | 18.0kW (400 / 50 / 3) | 800 x 920 x 900

PROVIDE A 1.5 METRE FREE TAIL END CABLE.
A SUITABLY SIZE FLOOR GULLEY TO BE SUPPLIED. (550m.m. x 400m.m. MIN)

SPECIAL NOTE:
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS SHOULD COMPLY WITH CURRENT BS REGULATIONS.

1. 22m.m. POTABLE COLD WATER CONNECTION, 2.5 BAR MIN TO 6.0 BAR MAX PRESSURE.
2. 22m.m. SOFTENED WATER CONNECTION, 2.5 BAR MIN TO 6.0 BAR MAX PRESSURE.
3. 12" CLARK MAX.
4. 22m.m. OPTIONAL, HOT WATER CONNECTION, MAX TEMP 80°C, 2.5 BAR MIN TO 6.0 BAR MAX PRESSURE.

DRAIN WATER/PIPE PURGING.
This automatically purges the pipe work after the tank is filled. This purging produces a bubble of water which runs into the floor gully.
If this is not required:
- connect the outlet directly to drain using 6mm internal diameter silicone hose
- block the outlet with an 8mm M4 setscrew (note: the purge will no longer work)

PLOT SCALE: 1:15